CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

After conducting the research and doing data analysis, the researcher derived conclusion in this three following points:

1. The researcher find out that there are some problems that they face such as *idioms* (stated by participant one and five), *grammar* (stated by participant two and three), *and choice of words* (stated by participant four) and *lack of vocabulary* (stated by participant six, seven, eight, nine and ten).

2. The researcher finds out that the students very often finds out and has to face the difficulties in translating SL to TL.

3. The researcher find out that linguistic factor is one kind of problem that they still need to learn.

5.2 Suggestions

There are some suggestions that the researcher can propose after doing the research as follows:

1. The teacher should give various practices to the students in translating a text.

2. The lecture should search more information about linguistic and non-linguistic problem in translation by browsing in the internet or finding some books that are about translation.

3. The teacher should search some information about strategies or methods in teaching translation that can make the students interest in translating the text, and it will overcome the problem of the students face in translating argumentation text.
4. The researcher just studies linguistic factors of students’ difficulties in translating argumentation text. It is suggested to other researcher to

Investigate more difficulties in translating English text, and to investigate the strategies to teach translation in the classroom.